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Constitutional framework
It is important to understand Australia's constitutional framework if
one is to understand how things are done there. The country has a
tripartite structure of government: Commonwealth, State or
Territory, and Local (although this last is not constitutionally
recognised). The 1900 Written Constitution regards Australia as a
federation of sovereign States which yield some powers to the
Commonwealth Government; those not so yielded remain with the
States. The Commonwealth's transport powers cover international
and interstate trade and commerce, taxation and the giving of tax
sharing grants to States. The States may spend the money which
they receive for railways and public transport as they wish, but
Commonwealth grants for roads are earmarked for specific
purposes. Section 92 of the Constitution enjoins that interstate
commerce shall be free.
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March 1992
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Why reform?
Australia's per capita income has been very high but there has been
a long term decline in the country's economic position. For most of
its history its economy has been highly protected, but the
Hawke/Keating Labor Government has been loosening the controls,
for instance by floating the dollar, reducing protectionism and
loosening investment and exchange controls. Internal adjustment
has been slow owing to low productivity, with rigid labour markets,
lack of competition and a high level of Government intervention
(often for historic reasons). Moreover, Australia's size and relative
geographical isolation makes transport an important concern and
gives it a high profile.
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Most sectors of transport have come under scrutiny and are in the
process of reform, although as will be seen success has been mixed.
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What kinds of reform?
First, there has been institutional reform of Government trading
enterprises in order to improve their productive efficiency. This can
be characterised at three levels:

Table 1: Prime Responsibilities: land transport (excluding urban
transport

Railways: reform initiatives
There has been a relaxation of regulations covering intrastate traffic
during the 1980s (Interstate traffic has been free since the 1950s).
this has meant the progressive removal of restriction of particular
traffics to rail. The freight sectors of the railway administrations
have been commercialised, starting with Westrail in the late 1970s,
Australian National (which operates in South Australia and
Tasmania) in 1983, State Rail of New South Wales in 1989 and
Queensland Railways in 1990. This has generally involved
restructuring on business sector lines and the rationalisation of less-
than-carload traffic.

Rail Transport Road Transport

COMMONWEALTH * Owns and operates * Full responsibility for
Australian National Railways National Highway network
(confined mainly to South
Australia and Tasmania) * Matching funding of other

roads

* Interstate road haulage
Regulations/Licensing

STATES * Own and operate State * Plan and build arterial
Railways in: roads

- Queensland * Regulate/license intrastate
- New South Wales road haulage
- Western Australia
- Victoria

LGA'S * Rearguard action to keep * Vanguard action to
country branch lines open improve country roads

PRIVATE SECTOR * Operate major mineral and * Strong road haulage and
cane railways freight forwarder sector

relying heavily on owner-
* Very strong rail freight drivers
forwarder industry (TNT,
Brambles, Mayne Nickless)

a. Commercialisation, including flexible work practices, shedding
labour, concentrating on core activities and contracting out
services.

b. Corporatisation, including restructuring corporations as enter-
prises with commercial objectives, greater managerial authority
and rewards or sanctions to encourage better performance.

c. Privatisation, through share flotation or trade sale.

Second, there have been market reforms to reduce barriers to entry,
allow freedom of pricing, and a level playing field for competitors.

LONG DISTANCE LAND TRANSPORT
The current responsibilities of the three levels of government for
both railways and roads are shown in Table 1.

In 1984 a National Freight Group was formed by the railways and
moves were made to set up a standard costing system in order to
facilitate business planning and allow prices to reflect market
conditions more closely. This was followed in 1991 by a National
Rail Corporation, registered as a Company and with shares owned
by the States and the Commonwealth, to operate interstate freight.

Issues to be resolved
The rail network is still too dense and claims of monopoly pricing
are still being made in respect of coal and mineral movements in
Queensland and New South Wales. Long distance passenger
services are still in doubt as they are covering less than 50% of their
costs from fares. Most of their passengers are pensioners, railway
employees and tourists and the social reasons for carrying them
might be questioned.
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Roads: reform initiatives
A National Road Transport Commission was formed in 1991 to
register interstate vehicles. As state governments cannot tax
interstate road transport, interstate charges are cheaper per
tonnelkilometre than intrastate. Increases in road user charges have
been proposed to cover track costs and also noise and pollution
costs. As these taxes will be levied by the Commonwealth, the
monies collected will be redistributed to the States in a manner still
to be decided.

Table 2: Prime Responsibilities: Aviation and Airports

Aviation: reform initiatives
Deregulation of interstate aviation took place in 1990, ending the
long duopoly under which airlines other than Ansett and Australian
(formerly TAA) had generally not been permitted to import planes
for interstate use. (Interestingly, this policy had in effect violated
the principle of free interstate commerce.) The Commonwealth had
given three years' notice of deregulation and the pilots' union
accordingly demanded higher salaries, perhaps to build up earnings
prior to the pressures which might be expected with deregulation.
The refusal by the Labor Government, supported by the Australian
Congress of Trades Unions, led to a strike which was broken
through the use of military aircraft and foreign pilots. Pilots' salaries
are now lower as a result of new contracts. Australian Airlines is to
be privatised, probably through a trade sale, and 49% of Qantas will
also be sold.

Aviation Airports

COMMONWEALTH * International and interstate * Owns and operates nearly
aviation policy and regulation all international airports and

several others (Federal
* Owns and operates: Airports Corporation)

- Qantas
- Australian Airlines

STATES * Intrastate aviation policy * Minimal direct involvement
and regUlation

* Lobby for airport upgrading
and International Gateway
ports

LGA'S * Lobby for frequent, direct, * Own and operate most
and preferably jet, services to local airports
capital cities

PRIVATE SECTOR * Ansett Airlines of Australia * Minimal involvement
(Interstate)

* Incumbent airlines have
* Several other more minor long leases on terminals
airlines

Issues to be resolved
No State has yet passed complementary legislation and they may not
trust the Commonwealth to distribute the money the way they want.
The road transport industry fears that the policies will favour the
National Rail Corporation.

At present an excessive proportion of road funds goes to support
rural roads as compared with urban and arterial roads.

AIR TRANSPORT

The current responsibilities of the three levels of government for
aviation and airports are shown in Table 2.

Issues to be resolved
Deregulation has not been matched by competitive neutrality;
incumbent airlines have 30 year leases at major terminals and hence
are still favoured at airports. Qantas still cannot operate
domestically and neither can Air New Zealand within Australia,
despite the fact that Ansett now flies in New Zealand. East-West
Airlines has been taken over by Ansett, while Compass Airlines, the
only major new entrant, went bankrupt. The small market is bound
to be a continuing problem for new entrants.
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Airports: reform initiatives
Virtually all of the major airports were corporatised in 1988 under
the Federal Airports Corporation, with Cairns the only major
exception. The Civil Aviation Authority has also been corporatised
and now operates two route control centres only. They charge the
airlines for their services.

are fears that the productivity increases which have occurred will go
towards higher profits and wages rather than lower user charges and
the Waterside Workers' Federation is now extending its influence
over other port related workers.

.Table 3: Prime Responsibilities: Ports and Shipping
Issues to be resolved
There seems little justification for continued public multiple
ownership of airports, as inter-airport scale economies are small and
congestion is not great enough to require a systems approach.
Possibly because all airports use the same charging structure
irrespective of demand or costs, only Sydney, Melbourne and
Coolangatta (on the Gold Coast) make significant profits and there
are large cross-subsidies. Because there is a Government departure
tax it is difficult to impose further charges on passengers.

Ports: reform initiatives
Commercialisation of port facilities began in New South Wales in
1989. As a result the labour force of the Port Authority was halved,
prices were reformed and cross-subsidies reduced. The Waterfront
Agreements were intended to shift labour to enterprise-based
employment and labour contracts (known as "awards") are being
rationalised following the recognition by the Waterside Workers'
Federation that reform was going to be needed. of a total national
labour force of around 5000 dockers, 3000 of the oldest will be
retired and another 1000 younger workers recruited. A Waterfront
Industry Reform Authority must approve agreements before
federally fmanced redundancy money can be released.

Ports Shipping

COMMONWEALTH * No direct responsibility • International and interstate
Shipping policy

• Operates Australian
National Lines

STATES * Own and operate most * Western Australian and
major general purpose ports Tasmanian operate shipping

lines

LGA'S Some smaller ports No responsibility

PRIVATESECTOR * Some dedicated facilities * Major shipping companies,
(usually coal and minerals) many with tied cargos

* Unions own labour force - BHP
- CSR
- Oil companies

PORTS AND SHIPPING
The current responsibilities of the three levels of government for
ports and shipping are shown in Table 3.

Issues to be resolved
Productivity targets are still low by world standards and the scope
for competition between ports is limited by their spatial separation
and the relatively low volume of container trade, though conceivably
the National Rail Authority could promote inter-port competition by
facilitating longer "landbridge" movements. In the meantime there

Shipping: reform initiatives
A Shipping Industry Reform Authority was set up in 1988 to try to
reduce staffing levels. Capital incentives are available to shipowners
for new or improved ships which can meet new crewing targets.
Trade Practices legislation has been/is being amended to reduce
conferencing and permits for foreign ships to engage in cabotage
from one Australian port to another are now more easily available.
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Issues to be resolved
Falling crewing levels are still not keeping pace with changing
technology and practices in competing countries, and union
practices are still important: there is still a two-crew system per ship
and trade between Australia and New Zealand can only be carried
in ships from those two countries. The policy of seeking least cost
shipping to promote trade conflicts with that of promoting
Australian shipping, as is evident in the case of cabotage.

Reform initiatives
Few initiatives have taken place in this area, partly because it is
politically charged. Victoria, despite having a left-wing government,
has tried allocating bus service contracts by competitive tender but
did not put any state-operated routes out to tender and the scheme
was not successfully implemented. New South Wales has proposed
corporatising its publicly owned bus operator.

URBAN PUBLIC TRANSPORT
Issues to be resolved
State governments face a potential conflict of interest in that they
are usually owners, regulators and operators - as well as being the
customers in the sense of paying for subsidised fares and service
levels. Because Australia's population is highly urbanised, the
public transport lobby is strong and vested interests like operators
and unions wield great power. This means that fare increases and
service changes are hard to implement; productive efficiency is low
and cost recovery is around 25-30% of revenue costs plus capital
requirements.

The current responsibilities of the three levels of government for
ports and shipping are shown in Table 4.

Table 4: Prime Responsibilities: Urban Public Transport

Rail Bus or Tram

COMMONWEALTH * Funding through fiscal * Funding through fiscal
equalisation equalisation

* Operates and regulates
Canberra only

STATES * Own and operate all urban * Own and operate major
rail systems bus company in all other

capitals

* Regulates private buses

LGA'S * Lobby for rail extensions Minimal involvement
and LRT's

PRIVATE SECTOR * One Monorail (TNT - * Large private sector
Sydney) operations

- Sydney
- Melbourne
- Brisbane
- Country area

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

Despite some gains, in many areas the substance has not yet
matched the rhetoric. Although reform is being driven by the
Government it depends upon consensus with all the interest groups
and when reforms begin to be implemented, it is commonly done by
setting up a reform authority to administer it; this makes the process
vulnerable to lobbying. Money has to be spent to implement the
policies and the public has to foot the bill.

There is a reluctance by both government and unions to embrace
market solutions, while many politicians are loath to give up what
influence they may have upon government enterprises in the
transport sector.

The small and dispersed market makes it hard to promote
competing enterprises in some sectors: monopolies may be able to
achieve productive efficiency and competing firms allocative
efficiency, but it is hard to have both. Nor is it clear which type of
efficiency the government prefers.
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However, the reforms are continuing and it is possible that a change
in the Federal government may lead to a greater commitment to
change.

DISCUSSION
Martin Lawrence asked whether Ansett and Qantas would be able
to buy shares in Australian Airlines, and whether foreign crews
would be allowed on Australian ships. Paul Amos replied that
Qantas would not be able to as it would still be 51% Government
owned, and the Anti-Trust legislation would probably prevent any
move by Ansett. Foreign buyers, however, were being encouraged.
As for foreign crewing of Australian coastal ships this was out of the
question though clearly it affected competitiveness against foreign
ships.

high standards and was very successful, carrying more passengers
than any of the suburban rail lines - more, indeed, than had been
expected. The technology was well adapted to Australia's low dens-
ity suburbs but, owing to the high design standards, it had been
expensive with the landscaping costing around A$30 million.

Andrew Spencer asked why a guideway rather than a bus-only road.
Paul Amos replied that it allowed the several river bridges to be
built narrower than a road would have needed, and the ride comfort
was indistinguishable from rail. The guideway gave the system a
stronger image, gave a greater feeling of safety despite the very high
closing speeds, and prevented abuse by cars (though occasional
sorties by joyriders were not unknown).

Peter White observed that rail freight forwarders could open up
access to rail and asked what prospects there might be for them in
the UK. Paul Amos replied that rail's competitiveness in general
freight was marginal even for the long distances in Australia and
hence would be even less in the UK. Most general freight on BR
comprised international containers rather than domestic intermodal
freight. Australian forwarders handled a variety of goods, from steel
to refrigerated goods; some railways handled their own parcels
businesses. In reply to a comment from Mervyn John he agreed that
forwarders could plan for backhauls very effectively. When asked by
Martin Higginson whether the railways had common carrier
obligations, he replied that this now only applied in Queensland and
was unlikely to last much longer.

Chris Jolly asked whether ridership exceeded that on rail in other
cities. Paul Amos thought that this was so for many rail lines,
though rail services in many corridors were slow and used old rolling.
stock. Martin Higginson acknowledged that there was local pride in
the system but asked whether signalling had been considered - there
had been collisions - and whether city centre access could be
improved through better traffic management. Paul Amos said that
none of the accidents had caused serious injuries and radar
proximity warnings on the buses might be an alternative possibility.
The lack of other traffic minimised vehicle conflicts though bus
speeds were high and headways short. City centre access was
hampered by the legislation protecting the parkland around central
Adelaide. Chris Jolly added that during eight years of operation the
O-bahn had only had two accidents - a much lower incidence than in
normal bus operation. Stopped buses now had to use hazard lights.

In answer to a question from Ian Gilliver, Paul Amos said that while
his consultancy work had dealt mainly with rail, the small market
meant that one became involved in all sectors of transport.

Report by Andrew Spencer, Transport Studies Group, PCL

Chris J oIly asked about the O-bahn in Adelaide: how did people
view it, and had there been much debate about the merits of guided
bus versus light rail? Paul Amos said that the O-bahn corridor had
originally been intended as a freeway and when public transport was
chosen instead, all possible solutions had been considered except 0-
bahn. A new government rejected the findings and chose O-bahn
instead even though it had not been evaluated. It had been built to
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RED ROUTES IN LONDON

13

Hugh Collis, Ove Arup & Partners
19 February 1992

Figure 1 indicates the pilot Red Route. Initially this was the Al
between Highgate and the Angel. Later this was extended along the
Inner Ring Road to Aldgate and Commercial Road (A13).

Ove Arup & Partners were appointed to develop a pilot scheme and
introduce the route whereas TRRL (now TRL: Transport Research
Laboratory) was responsible for the monitoring. The new Traffic
Director is responsible for developing and implementing further
routes.

"Traffic in London" of 1989 proposed a network to ensure better
communications for business traffic. It was decided to develop a
pilot scheme to demonstrate the effects of red routes. The timetable
leading up to implementation was:

May 1990
June 1990
August 1990
29 October 1990
7 January 1991

Consultant appointed
Public consultation

Public exhibition
Ministers decided to proceed
Pilot scheme began.

The objectives were:
* reduce journey times
* improve reliability
* improve bus reliability
* reduce casualties
* improve conditions for cyclists
* improve conditions for pedestrians
* satisfy genuine needs of business and shops
* not encourage further car commuting into Central London or

across it.

The needs of groups were taken into account in the design of the
scheme. These included businesses, residents, disabled persons,
pedestrians, cyclists, the emergency services and taxis. The need to
control anarchic illegal parking was recognised, as was the effects of
saturation enforcement and the subsequent removal of strict
controls.
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The frontage land use was:
* residential 12%
* retail 37%

Single Red Line
No stopping was varied to suit local circumstances. Bullion vehicles
are allowed, by the police, to stop at any time.

typically inner city housing
including shopping centre at
Nag's Head (wide road)
fast food and cash machines
which cause much illegal parking

Other Regulations included:
* simplified signalling
* Royal Mail was included in restrictions
* legally-permitted stopping places
* short term waiting permitted on side streets (because they

are close together the distance for loading/unloading is very
short)

* tidal flow loading arrangements were introduced.

* commercial 18%

* public buildings
public open space
road use

8%
10%
17%

*
*

The basic statistics of the pilot Red Route are:
* length: 12.5 km

bus lanes before: 2.9 km
after 5.02 km

entry treatments: 132
new cycle crossings: 4 (+ provision in bus lanes)
total kerbside
length: 30 km
kerbside
unavailable: 16.5 km Gunctions, zig-zags etc.)
112 bus stops: 2.4 km (21 metres of double lines on each)
stopping permitted: 5.3 km (plus 1.1 km on side roads)
stopping controlled: 5.8 km
traffic calming in
side roads £1.5 millions
total scheme cost: £4.5 millions Route 43 was chosen for monitoring of the effects of the Red Route

on buses.

*

*
Assistance for Bus Operators
A 24-hour ban on other vehicles stopping at bus stops was
introduced for two reasons:

* buses stopped close to kerb to assist passengers, and
* it would get buses out of the traffic stream.

*
*

*

*
Longer pull-in and pull-out sections were introduced at stops.
Stops were moved downstream of traffic signals to free-up the
junction.
Buses were moved from lay-bys to the carriageway where this was
possible so that the lay-by could be used for loading.

*
*
*

*

Problems of illegal parking were highlighted by the northbound
right-turn from Archway Road to Muswell Hill Road. The
combined effect of the heavy right-turn and a single parked vehicle
could obliterate the straight-ahead movement leading to major
delays to all traffic and in particular buses.

Enforcement
Advance warning signs were introduced followed by high-profile
enforcement by mobile police and dedicated removal vehicles.

Environmental Improvement
It was proposed to take rat-running traffic from local roads by (a)
improving the main route and (b) introducing traffic calming.

The Regulations
Double Red Line

No stopping at any time except:
* buses (and no other vehicle) at bus stops
* taxis picking-up/setting-down.

Pedestrians. Because it is a major pedestrian route, entry treatment
(kerb build-outs, fenced-in areas to increase visibility) was
introduced on all side roads so that they became self-enforcing.
Pelicans were also introduced to give protected crossings of the Red
Route.
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The Secretary of State issued consultation
document that shows the proposed net-
work.
Consultation on draft Traffic Management
and Parking Guidance.

17

Cyclists have great difficulties but protected crossings introduced
where the London Cycling Campaign 1000 mile route crosses the
Red Route.

Unknown
Effects on commerce ?
Effects on environment ?

Longer-term Proposals
* Improve the Nag's Head junction
* Archway Roundabout: the subway to be augmented by fully-

signalled surface crossing.

Effects of Pilot Scheme
After 10 months, the results measured by TRRL, were:
* Journey times: down 1 min 40 secs (-6%) southbound

down 6 min 50 secs (-26%) northbound
up 11%
up 40% (reduction in standard deviation)
down 2 min 20 secs (-7%) southbound
down 9 minutes (-24%) northbound
up 30% southbound
up 60% northbound

Kerbside parking: up (0 to 620 spaces; 1200 stopping spaces)
Casualties January to November 1991 compared to same
period in 1990: down 215 (-36%, compared to 12%

reduction London-wide).
173 to 122 (-29%)
85 to 38 (-55%)
54 to 34 (-33%)
128 to 53 (-60%)

* Average flow:
Reliability:
Bus journey times:

*
*

* Bus reliability:

*
*

Pedestrians
Cyclists
PSV passenger
Motorcyclist
Car/other
occupant

It is unlikely that this level of benefits compared to costs will extend
to the whole network because of worse conditions that prevail.

The problem with finding out the effects on commerce is that asking
business is not very scientific. Some counts were done of people
crossing the threshold which found that some had increased while
others had decreased. During the same time there has been a
receSSlOn.

Future
Jan-March 1992

March-June 1992

Once the Secretary of State has decided on the network and issues
Guidance then the Traffic Director can start work. The local
authorities and the Department of Transport as Highway
Authorities will have to develop local plans which need approval
and funding (to start 1993/94).

157 to 132 (-16%)

DISCUSSION
John Cartledge (LRPC): (a) since one of the objectives was to
restrain car commuting, has scheme been successful? and (b) what
attitude did the bus operators take to respond to the improved
reliability?

Cost Benefit Analysis
Costs

Capital cost (design and works)
Operating cost (enforcement)

Benefits
Accident savings
Journey time savings

£4.5 m
£0.9 m per annum HC: (a) The justification for traffic calming was that travel times on

the main road were now more reliable. In achieving an increase in
capacity a large amount was allocated to buses.

£4 m per annum
£4.5 m per annum (b) The DTp had an agreement that resources saved should be

reinvested in the bus route. However, some restructuring of the
route schedule took place "to maximise resources". Initially, buses
had to drive more slowly and there was an increase in layover time.



HC: Only relevant if pricing by parking spaces - main difference
between Red Routes and other routes is type of control, therefore it
could be consistent.

18 19

LRPC had advocated a Speedbus route but LT were sceptical and
this view was shared by the speaker because buses do not overtake
in bus lanes and take resources to serve a small part of the market.
Bus priority was introduced wherever there was congestion, except
southbound to the Angel.

HC: Police may have to be more tolerant and the rules made
simpler. They took a very restrictive view - there may be more
camera-led enforcement and the Home Secretary may issue orders
for use of further techniques.

Are Red Routes a good place for road pricing?
Roland Niblett (BR, Network South East): Are there any changes
in bus passengers?

HC: There have been some increases (on 43). Most buses only use
a short length of the route and it is not possible to say whether there
has been any network increase. Roland Niblett (BR, Network South East): How far are Red Route

objectives in line with borough objectives?
Geoff Mileham (BR International): Have there been any
recruitment problems for the increased enforcement? HC: The fact that objectives broadened during consultation is a

reflection of borough objectives. TPPs and Borough Plans were
reviewed and the measures have gone a long way to meet the
objectives on environment and severance. Still DTp attitudes to
overcome though!

HC: Before introduction the route was monitored to ascertain
enforcement required: large in the beginning but then reduced.
Enforcement did come from existing resources. The Metropolitan
Police need to address the management issues: a traffic warden on a
moped is just as effective as police on a BMW!
Flexibility of labour is required to give economies. The aim of the
1991 Act on enforcement is that boroughs will enforce yellow lines
with police wardens enforcing red routes.

Andrew Spencer (PCL Transport Studies Group): Key to Red
Route is control; what was the need for Red Route?

HC: To make enforcement work (i.e. changes in attitudes) produce
regulations that are easier to comprehend and only introduce where
really necessary.Kerry Hamilton (London Research Centre): (a) Does the scheme

lead to increased severence? and (b) the major beneficiaries seem to
be occupants of cars. Mervyn Jones: How has traffic calming been done and where

should this be implemented?
HC: Pedestrians and cyclists are less vulnerable than before which is
attributed to:

more, and a maximum of 200m between controlled crossings,
11 improved visibility,
iii pedestrian priority on side roads,
iv less parking/double parking improves conditions for cyclists,
v fewer pedestrians/two wheelers weaving in and out of traffic
(which tends to move in platoons rather than a slow moving queue).

HC: Ultimately everything (except bus routes) off the Red Routes
should be 20 mph zones. The DTp say that traffic calming from now
on will be a borough responsibility and not paid for as part of Red
Route scheme.

Report by Laurie Baker, Principal Transport Planner, London
Borough of Camden

Sally Wiseman: As Red Routes are extended, will people become
more complacent?
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Under 'background trends' Roger Mackett (RM) described how, as
employment grows in central London, so rail trips to central London
grow: growth in rail trips exceeds the potential for expansion in the
housing supply in areas currently occupied by central London
workers; hence the physical spread of areas occupied by central
London workers increased and hence increased rail commuting
results. Alternatively if growth in central London employment were
to cease, rail patronage would decline, the mean distance travelled
would decline and hence revenues also would decline. The
dynamics of the residential location process mean that, as growth in
employment in central London slows down, those entering the
housing market can choose to live further in than those they are
replacing.

21

THE USE OF URBAN MODELS TO ANALYSE TRANSPORT
POLICY

Background trends were built into do-minimum assumptions to
provide a forecast base against which the effects of alternative
policies could be assessed by undertaking further runs of the model
with generalised cost values varied. In the do-minimum scenario rail
fares were assumed constant in real terms and structure plans
provided the forecast land use planning assumptions. The model
only considers trips to work.

Dr. Roger Mackett, University College London
18th March 1992

Roger Mackett addressed the subject of 'policy investigation
through models' by way of the example of an investigation for
Network SouthEast into what factors influence the long term
demand for rail commuting (Mackett & Nash, 1991). The exercise
had confirmed that models will not solve every problem, but the
model in question had produced some illuminating results.

The Leeds Integrated Land Use Transport (or LILT) Model
(Mackett, 1983) had been developed during the late 70s and early
80s. In the full version of the model the numbers of jobs and houses
in an area could change, as a result of a competition for land which
was itself a function of transport costs. In the version applied in the
study for NSE the model was simplified in that housing and job
supply were specified exogenously. Hence the model determined
the way in which people are allocated to combinations of homes,
jobs and modes of transport to work, as a function of the spatial
distributions of homes and jobs and the generalised cost of travel to
work by the available modes.

In the first examples RM gave on the operation of the model, a 10%
reduction in rail journey times was assumed on each of two
corridors: the Chiltern Line; and the South-East sector (much of
Kent). Such journey time savings might result from investment in
electrification (Chilterns) or new stock (South-East sector). The
two corridors are rather different in their nature and this is reflected
in the model results. A 15% growth in daily rail patronage is
estimated to apply on the Chilterns line which is relatively little used
for travel to central London, whereas the corresponding figure for
the South-East sector is only 6%.

Features of the simplified LILT model included:
* 156 zones (of which 46 were in Greater London)

4 modes: rail (BR + LU), bus, car, walk
aggregate generalised cost for each mode, but no capacity
restraint
2 car ownership groups
3 social groups
forecasts made in 5 year steps from a 1981 calibrated base to
2001, using survival rates equations applied to determine the
numbers in each zone retaining the same home/and or job; four
groups were considered:

those retaining the same home and job location
those with a fixed home but changing job
those with a fixed job but changing home
those changing home and job

(all within a 5 year period).

Growth in the two corridors is partly caused by.people choosing to
live in these areas rather than elsewhere, and so is affected by the
availability of dwellings, and indirectly by the availability oflocal
jobs. Growth in local commuting occurs when the number of jobs in
a zone goes up relative to the number of employed residents. If this
occurs during a period of improvement in the rail service then there
is a large growth in local rail commuting. Table 1 shows the origins
of those transferring to rail as a result of the Chiltern line

*
*

*
*
*
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improvements. The numbers switching mode is small, but locational
changes are significant. Also, many people would have travelled by
rail elsewhere.

Table 2: Travel time elasticities for rail and cross-elasticities for
other modes derived from service improvement tests on Chiltern
and South-East corridors.

Table 1: The origins of those transferring to rail as a result of the
Chiltern line improvement

Chiltem Line

Trips/day to all
destinations
Number %

Trips/day to
Central London
Number %

All trips from
zones on the
Chiltern Line

Trips to Central
London on the
Chiltern Line

Total growth in
rail travellers 2382 100.0 1670 100.0

Number switching from
making other rail journeys 662 27.8 1197 71.7

Number making a switch
of mode and location 1527 64.2 405 24.3

Number switching
mode only 191 8.0 67 4.0

1991 2001 1991 2001

Rail -1.11 -1.21 -1.29 -1.47
Car 0.07 0.06 0.37 0.18
Bus 0.12 0.11 0.42 0.25
Walk 0.05 0.05

Total 0.00 0.00 -0.98 -1.13

South-East Sector

All trips from
zones in the
South-East sector

Trips to Central
London in the
South-East sector

Travel time elasticities and cross-elasticities (with respect to in-
vehicle time) are not inputs to the model but may be derived from
model results. These are presented in Table 2 and show high
elasticity values for the Chilterns line, but rather lower for the
South-East sector where the potential for change is much less.
Furthermore, elasticity is larger for trips to central London than the
overall values on the Chiltern line because of the large growth in the
numbers travelling to central London relative to the low base. In the
South-East sector, rail has less scope (in percentage terms) for
attracting people to travel to central London because so many
already do so from tlus area.

1991 2001 1991 2001

Rail -0.58 -0.68 -0.50 -0.62
Car 0.10 0.10 0.24 0.20
Bus 0.14 0.14 0.21 0.19
Walk 0.07 0.09 0.11 0.12

Total 0.00 -0.01 -0.26 -0.34

Notes: these elasticities are based upon the change along the corridor, and ignore
any changes elsewhere in the study area.
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o elasticity = .ITiI1)![0.5(TiI111Where

(CZ-C1)/[0.5(CZ-C1)]

Table 3: Indices of the overall change in modal share in the whole
study area relative to the number of trips origins in the Chiltern and
South-East corridors

Rail -0.81 -0.91 -0.43 -O.5Z
Car 0.04 0.04 0.08 0.08

Bus O.lZ O.lZ 0.13 0.14

Walk 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.08

T
Z

is the value of the

output variable in the policy

test

T 1 is the value of the output

variable in the base nm
Cz is the value of the input

variable in the policy test

C1 is the value of the input

variable in the base run

Chiltern Corridor

1991

However, one of the most important conclusions from this work is
that such elasticity values can be misleading because they ignore the
compensating changes elsewhere. That is, much of the apparent
growth in the corridors as forecast by the model is illusory in that
many travellers are commuters who would have been rail commuters
from elsewhere. This, of course, is of great interest to NSE. Table 3
summarises the indices for the whole of the study area resulting
from improvement in the two corridors studied in which the indices
are some two thirds or three quarters of the corridor elasticity
values. Hence to estimate the growth in rail patronage in a rail
corridor in isolation could lead to an overestimate of the overall
growth in rail patronage by up to 50%.

Total 0.00

South-East Corridor

ZOO1 1991 ZOO1

0.00 0.00 0.00

Table 4: Fare elasticities for rail and cross-elasticities for other
modes for 1991 to 2001, calculated from the 1.5% p.a. fare increase
test.

1991

All trips

1996 ZOO1

When the model was applied to investigate the effects of a 10%
travel time reduction throughout the NSE area, travel time
elasticities were found to range from -0.63 in 1991up to 0.69 in 2001.
These may be seen to lie midway between the extremes of the
Chilterns and South-East sector corridors. Because given a service
improvement, trips would tend to increase in length, revenue
elasticities were found to be -0.9 growing over time to -1.0. This
work has now been incorporated into the British Rail Forecasting
Handbook.

-0.3Z

0.05

0.09

0.03

-0.35

0.05

0.09

0.03

Rail

Car

Bus

Walk

-0.31

0.05

0.09

0.03

0.00 0.00Total 0.00

Trips to Central London

1991 1996 ZOO1

-0.15

0.40

0.36

0.Z3

-0.19

0.43

0.39

0.Z7

-0.17

O.4Z
0.36

0.Z5

0.00 0.000.00

In a further application of the model, real fares were assumed to
increase across the network by 1.5% per annum for 15 years. Fare
elasticities and non-elasticities from this test are shown in Table 4.
As time goes by, more people change home and/or jobs, hence
elasticities grow slightly over time.

Rail revenue elasticities derived from the same test decreased from
0.57 to 0.49 between 1991and 2001 for all trips, while trips to central
London exhibited a decrease from 0.76 to 0.70. The effect on
revenue diminishes over time because people are moving in towards
the conurbation.
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In locational terms, places further out become less attractive over
time, and much of the change in patronage is associated with
relocational effects. The test showed that 80% of those travelling by
rail in the 1991 base run would change home or job or both, but only
the remaining 3% change mode. RM stressed that people were not
relocating because of the fare increases, but were choosing different
homes and/or jobs from those that they otherwise would have
chosen.

Table 6 shows the elasticity of location to changes in travel cost.
The results indicate that Leeds and Dortmund showed a tendency to
change mode and Tokyo a likelihood of locational changes.

Physically, Dortmund and Leeds were described to be similar in
being declining industrial cities. Tokyo however was a large thriving
capital city with very high dependency on public transport. RM
concluded that the results could be a function of the study area size
and the zone systems.

Leaving behind the NSE application of the model, RM went on to
describe a comparative modelling exercise involving the application
of the LILT model. Faced with the question 'what can be done to
avoid the need to increase subsidies to public transport?', Vernon
Webster of the then TRRL conducted some investigations. Teams
in several counties sought to address this question by applying
different models to different cities. The results are discussed in a
book 'Land Use and Transport Interaction', published by Gower.

Table 6: Elasticity of location of changes in travel costs

Employment Population

In a second phase of this investigation, the same models were
applied to a number of different cities. LILT has now been applied
to Leeds, Dortmund and Tokyo, the study areas differing
significantly in size (Mackett, 1990). Table 5 shows elasticity of
mode use to changes in travel cost.

Car cost change
Dortmund
Leeds
Tokyo

+0.13
+0.11
+0.01

+0.01
+0.00
+0.01

Public transport fare change
Dortmund -0.18
Leeds -0.42
Tokyo +0.03

-0.01
+0.00
+0.02

Table 5: Elasticity of mode use to changes in travel cost

Car
Work trips
PT Walk Car

All trips
PT Walk

Note: The elasticities are based on the amount of employment or population in
the inner areas of cities.

Car cost change
Dortmund -0.23 +0.40 +0.41 -0.16 +0.29 +0.11

Leeds -0.29 +0.31 +0.06 -0.28 +0.19 -0.01

Tokyo -0.06 +0.03 +0.03 -0.07 +0.03 +0.03

Public transport fare change
Dortmund +0.12 -0.58 +0.23 +0.06 -0.60 +0.43

Leeds +0.14 -0.65 +0.56 +0.13 -0.92 +0.33

Tokyo +0.09 -0.03 +0.09 +0.10 -0.03 +0.10

Opening up comments from the floor Peter White (PCL) suggested
that although housing prices were not in the model, property values
in Tokyo were very high and this could have an indirect effect.

PT = public transport

Don Box (retired, ex BR) commented that the talk had
demonstrated the need for integrated transport studies because of
the need to consider indirect effects: for instance, the knock on
effect of, say, Chiltern line improvements on increased patronage on
the Bakerloo Line. RM agreed, and added that use of the model in
investigating the effect of CrossRail had indicated significant
increase in patronage on the Chiltern line and on LUL.
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Don Box said there was a need to consider both network and
corridor effects in rail investment. The modelling exercise
confirmed that elasticities could not with accuracy be exported from
one application to another.

the full model would tend to reinforce the effects identified, hence
the model results for NSE would tend to underestimate the true
effects.

David Bruce (Bristol Business School) made several comments. He
preferred to consider a corridor approach and accept that such
improvements would take passengers for other lines. Looking at
network-wide effects of potential trip movements was likely to
decrease the level of investment when such investment was needed
in a competitive market. RM replied that BR were better informed
as a result of the study and hence had a better basis on which to
consider their investment decisions. David Bruce continued saying
that since the model was calibrated in 1981, pre-M25 completion, it
did not reflect the increased road commuting that resulted from the
M25, nor the knock on effect on reduced rail patronage. He was
also concerned that the model did not explicitly consider road
congestion. RM replied that the M25 had not had much effect on
rail commuting into London; because the model was run twice (a
do-minimum then a test scenario) the M25 was unlikely to have
much of an impact on the differences between those test runs which
were the subject of the rail investigation; and finally, the model was
calibrated for a base year for which the road network exhibited
congestion.

Roger Ferreira (Gibb) enquired whether price elasticity was greater
with increased distance from central London. RM confirmed this.
In the long term, there would be more rail commuters from inner
London. There was not much likelihood of switching modes from
outer London.

Sion Haworth(HFA) reported that in their work for BR they had
identified similar phenomena to those listed by RM in his talk. It
was important to note that from a corridor perspective the gain in
patronage resulting from service improvements was not illusory.
Such improvements put a burden on the receiving stations, e.g. on
increased demand for parking by additional passengers seeking to
make use of the improved rail service.

Peter White (PCL) enquired whether RM was aware of any
comparative modelling exercise between London and Paris; Paris
was of similar size to London, but had received significant rail
investment. RM was unaware of any similar modelling studies of
Paris, though Martin Mogridge had investigated comparative data.

John Cartledge (London Regional Passengers Committee)
suggested that the remaining passengers, on lines where ridership
had reduced, may perceive the service to be more comfortable.
Furthermore operators may find the operations are easier or more
efficient. Hence there was a need to consider spin off benefits. On
CrossRail, the congestion relief benefits elsewhere should be noted.

Aileen Hammond (Marcial Echenique & Partners) commented that
RM had considered a single main mode. What about rail heading?
RM agreed that rail heading was not addressed very well by the
simplified LILT model, but NSE had now embarked on a detailed
modelling exercise which will consider rail heading. However, rail
heading is probably a localised effect, and may not be significant for
the whole of NSE.

Martin Higginson (freelance lecturer) commented that the idea of
robbing Peter to pay Paul may be an illusion caused by the model.
There was a likelihood that small investment in unimproved
corridors would offset the deleterious effects identified by the
model. He then asked how would the results of the NSE version of
the model have differed from the full model. RM said it would be a
long cumbersome though interesting process to calibrate the whole
model which was data hungry. If it had been done, improved
corridors would have attracted more jobs but fewer homes. That is,

Martin Higginson asked if the model could be used for very small
areas, e.g. within a corridor and how does the model need to be
amended with the scale of the study area - perhaps it should have
been amended for Tokyo? RM said that the smallest application of
the model had been for Harrogate with a population of around
60,000. On scale, taking the Leeds based model to London RM
expected that London was more sensitive to modal fare changes.
Hence transport costs would be more important for location
decisions in the South East than in Leeds. Martin Higginson
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commented on the possible importance of cross boundary trips,
Harrogate being close to Leeds.

TEGNEWS

John Cartledge asked, when testing effects of real changes in fare
levels, can the model test for less tapered fares? RM said that it
could, but added that InterCity might not be impressed. Less
tapered fares would make inner areas more attractive than further
out.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING MARCH 18 1992

CHAIRMAN'S REPORT

Mackett, R.L. (1983) The Leeds Integrated Land Use Transport
Model (LILT).

During 1991 the Group continued its regular activities, through
monthly meetings in London, and publication of the 'Transport
Economist'. In addition, a third successful one-day seminar was
held in February 1992 on the subject of 'Bus Deregulation in
London: the case for and against'.

References

Report by Ian Gilliver, W.S. Atkins Planning Consultants

The subjects and speakers comprised: Alan Kreppel, Managing
Director of South Wales Transport, on management buy-outs in the
bus industry (J anuary 1991); Barry Humphries on the CAA on
airline mergers (February; Norman Lee of Manchester University
on environmental evaluation in public transport (March); Russell
Kilvington of SDG on local transport deregulation in Britain and
New Zealand (April); and Tim Ogier of the then Policy Unit of
BRB, on how the national economy affects BR's performance
(May). After the summer break, we heard Peter Warman on the
role of the London 'Riverbus' service (October); Nigel Jones of BR
Trainload Freight on competition in the bulk freight market
(November) and Michael Asteris of Portsmouth Polytechnic on the
decline of British shipping (December). The current calendar year
began with Paul Amos, a long-standing member of the Group, and
now Director of Travers Morgan Transport Consultancy in London,
drawing on his extensive experience in Australia to review recent
policy in all sectors of transport in that country.

Supplementary Report 805, Transport & Road Research
Laboratory, Crowthorne, Berkshire. Mackett, R.L. (1990) The
Systematic application of the LILT model to Dortmund, Leeds and
Tokyo. Transport Review, Volume 10, pp 323-338.

Mackett, R.L. & Nash, C.A. (1991) Commuting, in Analysing
Demand for Rail Travel (ed. T. Fowkes & C. Nash) Avebury,
Aldershot, pp 102-127

The one-day seminar on London bus deregulation on 20 February
1992 was well attended, with about 70 people present. In contrast,
attendance at evening meetings has been disappointing. Speakers
have presented lively and comprehensive talks, generating useful
discussion, but with an audience size that was sometimes
embarrassingly small. Do we need to move our meetings earlier in
the evening, or shift to more daytime activities?
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A major innovation during the year was the first essay competition
to be held by the Group. This was won by Martin Lawrence with his
essay 'Costing Transportation Infrastructure Environmental Impact
_ an overview of the current state of the art'. Second prize went to
Mick Hillyard for 'Transport safety policy can seriously damage your
health: the need to reform the mechanism for promoting transport
safety'.

Administration

Publications

Meetings

Seminar

Essay Competition

1991

£
606

1174

280

487

350

1990

£
572
769

304

1989

£
557
655

187

806

Membership has remained steady at around 130, with the usual
turnover.

During the year, Don Box has continued his excellent work as
Treasurer and Membership Secretary. Peter Collins has acted as
Vice-Chairman and Secretary. Laurie Baker has edited the Journal.
Martin Lawrence was co-opted on to the Committee during the year
as publicity officer. Andrew Spencer has contributed regularly to
reports of meetings in the journal, and organisation of meetings at
PCL. As he indicated at the last AGM, Roland Niblett is to stand
down at this AGM as meetings organiser. Our thanks go to him for
undertaking this role for several years.

The formal accounts and balance sheet have been made
available to members at the Annual General Meeting and
appear in this issue of the Journal.

Peter White, Chairman

3. As members are aware, another seminar was held in February
this year, and, for the first time, a fee raised in order to make it
self-financing. I am budgeting for a small surplus on all the
Groups' activities in 1992 and, in order to achieve this and to
put our regular publications and meetings programme on a
sound basis for the future (the cost of meeting rooms, in
particular, continues to rise), the Committee agreed to an
increase in subscription rates to £15, the first increase in four
years.

REPORT OF THE TREASURER & MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY

4. At 31 December we had 132 members fully paid-up for 1991.
During the year there were nine new members whilst seven old
members failed to renew their subscriptions.

1. As anticipated in my report of March 1991 a substantial loss was
incurred on the activities of the Group in 1991, amounting, in
the event, to £1077. This was the result of the deliberate policy
of the Group in running-down reserves accumulated in
previous years and the provision of the extra activities of a
seminar and an essay competition.

Don Box, Treasurer & Membership Secretary

2. The breakdown of expenditure between the main items and
compared with the two previous years follows:



REPORT OF THE AUDITOR
To members of the Transport Economists Group:
I have examined the books and records of the Transport Economists
Group and have received explanations from your Treasurer as
necessary. In my opinion the Balance Sheet gives a true and fair
view of the state of affairs as at 31 December 1991 and the Income
and Expenditure Account properly reflects the excess of
expenditure over income for the year then ended.
J.e. Bentley, FCCA
24 Phillimore Road, Emmer Green, Reading
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INCOME & EXPENDITURE ACCOUNTS FOR 1991
Income £

Subscriptions - 1990
- 1991 1781

110Interest
Other

Expenditure
Administration - Secretary

- Other
546
60

Publications
Meetings - Room hire 75

- Entertainment/Expenses 145
- Insurance 60

Seminar
Essay Competition
Bank charges
Corporation tax (@35%)

Excess of expenditure over income for the year

BALANCE SHEET
Accumulated funds at 31-12-90
Less: Excess of expenditure over income
Creditors

1767
1077

Represented by
Deposit Account
Current Account

811
573

S.D. Box, Treasurer
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£ COMMITI'EE 1992/93

The AGM voted that the following members shall serve on the
Committee for 1992/93:

606
1174

CHAIRMAN
Peter White, Senior Lecturer in Public Transport Systems,
Transport Studies Group, University of Westminster, 35 Marylebone
Road, London NWI 5LS
Tel: 071-911 5000 x3104

280
487
350

32
39

2968
1077

VICE CHAIRMAN & SECRETARY
Peter Collins, Commercial & Transport Manager, London
Transport, 55 Broadway, London SWIH OBD
Tel: 071-2273368

TREASURER & MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY
Don Box, 73 Silverdale Road, Earley, Reading RG6 2NF
Tel: 0734-264064

690
694

1384

PUBLICATIONS EDITOR
Laurie Baker, Planning Transport & Employment Service, London
Borough of Camden, Town Hall Extension, Argyle Street, London
WCIH8EQ
Tel: 071-8605962 Fax: 071-8605713

PUBLICITY OFFICER
Martin Lawrence, Oscar Faber Traffic, Marlborough House, Upper
Marlborough Road, St Albans, Herts. ALl 3UT
Tel: 081-7845830

COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Ian Gilliver, WS Atkins Planning Consultants, Woodcote Grove,
Ashley Road, Epsom, Surrey KT18 5BW
Tel: 0372-726140 X2737

Roland Niblett, Chief Transport Planner, Network SouthEast,
Network House, Euston Station, 1 Eversholt Street, London NWI
IDN
Tel: 071-2149158
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At the Committee meeting on 15th April a further member was co-
opted:

I am pleased to mention that three erstwhile members have rejoined
this year. Members do leave the Group because they have moved
abroad, left the transport industry or for other good reasons - no-
one, thus far, has admitted to leaving because he/she does not like
us! But whatever their reasons for leaving in the rust place, Stephen
Plowden, who is now a freelance consultant, Sion Haworth of
Halcrow, Fox & Associates, and Farid Bazzi of Kennedy
Henderson, are now returned to membership.

Andrew Spencer, Senior Lecturer, Transport Studies Group,
University of Central London, 35 Marylebone Road, London NWI
5LS
Tel: 071-9115000 X3090

Stuart Cole, Principal Lecturer in Transport Economics & Policy,
The Business School, University of North London, 277-2131
Holloway Road, London N7 8HN
Tel: 071-753 5080

At the Committee meeting on 17th June Ian Gilliver agreed to
become the Programme Organiser.

A comparatively large section of our membership is employed in
consultancy work and there are usually changes to report in this
group. Peter Kain is now with Travers Morgan in Australia, having
left BR; Robert Cochrane, also at one time with BR, most recently
with Putnam, Hayes & Bartlett, is now in Hong Kong with Coopers,
Lybrand & Deloitte; Tony Flowerdew, one of our earliest members,
has left Marcial Echenique to take-up freelance consultancy.

MEMBERSHIP NEWS

There is the loss of three members to record. First, David Parry
from Clwyd Council has resigned, as had J. Hirst, Government
Relations Manager with Esso Petroleum, because he has moved on
to other work. Sadly, and I do not recall having to perform a similar
duty before in the many 'Membership News' I have written, I must
announce the death of Walter Anson of Anson Transport
Management Services.

There are six additions to our membership this year to date to
record. From the academic world we have Alison Hoddell who is a
lecturer in the Faculty of the Built Environment at Bristol
Polytechnic and John Polak, a Senior Research Officer in the
Transport Studies Unit attached to the University of Oxford. From
local government there is Wynne Jones who is in the Public
Transport Group of Nottinghamshire County Council. Transport
operators are represented by John Pycroft of Grey Green Coaches
and Philip Amison of British Rail. John contributed to our very
successful seminar on Bus Deregulation in February; Philip is Senior
Economic Analyst in the Business Review Department, one of the
few corporate activities remaining at BR HQ since completion of
the re-organisation into businesses, rather than regions. Last, but
not least, is Rufus Barnes from London Regional Passenger
Committee, also a contributor to the February seminar and
frequently appearing on television to comment on the latest
development in government policy for London Transport.

Thanks to those members who have kept me informed of changes of
address, employment, etc. - if journals, etc. continue to arrive at your
old place of employment, it could be that the change in address has
not arrived in time to be processed before the next issue, or,
alternatively, I might be a little slow in dealing with correspondence.
Either way, please bear with me, but if two successive journals etc.
are wrongly addressed please let me know.

Don Box, Membership Secretary
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COPY DATES
MEETINGS 1992/93

Meetings are held each month on a Wednesday at 5.30 for 6pm at
the University of Westminster (formerly Polytechnic of Central
London), 35 Marylebone Road, London NWI5LS, usually in Room
205. The building is on the south side of Marylebone Road,
adjacent to Baker Street Underground Station. Enquiries to the
Chairman, Peter White at the above address (071-9115000
ext.3104) .

Issue Number Copy Date Issue Date
--- - --_ ---_ ..-_ -------_ -_ --_ -_ - ..

Volume 19 (3)
Volume 20 (1)
Volume 20 (2)
Volume 20 (3)

31 July 1992
31 January 1993
30 April 1993
31 July 1993

September 1992
March 1993
June 1993
September 1993

...... --- ----_ ---- -_ ..

21 October

June 1992 304 pages Hardback 1 85628284 8 £34.00 p&p extra

19 May

.. Contemporary Transport Trends
Edited by Michael Asterls, University of Portsmouth and

Peter Green, Institute of Transport Admlnlstnrtlon

18 November

9 December

Tr.nspon is a vital element of modem life. This book contains a selection of operational,
conunercial and ac.demic papers which have appeared in the journal Transporl MlJI1agemenl.
Following an introduction which places the -:arious .nicles in perspective. the book :, divided into
four sections covering road. rail. sea and air transpon. Together the reprints constitute an overview
of trends in transpon during the past three decades_ They cover a wide range of issues including
deregulation. the envirorunent, investment policy and the impact of change.

Contents: Sed Ion One - Road Transport: Bus operation; Trends in the bus industry; Changing
to contract distribution; The Iiberalisation of road haulage in the European Community; Env irorunental
costs of road goods vehicles; The economic costs of smoke emission control; Motorways: safe or
sorry?; Computers in transpon: routing and scheduling of road transpon vehicles; Section Two -
Rail Transport: British Railways and the Modernisation Plan; Productivity in British Railways;
British Rail in the I970s; TI,e Bceching Repon inretrospect; The great rail sale; The Orient Express;
Eurotunnel: the advantages; Underground railway planning in London; Section Three - Sea
Transport: Ships and thecarriagcof goods by sea; Continental ferry services; World containerization:
a prog,"ss repon; Containerization: some facts and /igures; British shipping in decline; The role of
E.st Anglian pons; World-wide from the Humber; Deep-sea freight trans-shipment and the
Channel Tunnel; Section Four -AIr Transport: Britain's domestic air services; Air freight; How
airfreight can cut distribution costs; Our purpose civil aviation: a manufacturer's viewpoint; The
jungle of international air fares; The deregulation of civil aviation in Europe; Airline competition
and capacity constraints at hub airpons; Third London airpon,

20 January

17 February

17 March

21 April

16 June

London and Paris Transport Comparison
Caralampo Focas, London Research Centre

New Entrant Airlines and European Aviation Policy
Peter Morrell, Cranfield Institute of Technology

London Transport's Fares Policy
Malcolm Fairhurst, London Transport

Economic Evaluation of Transport Safety
Prof. Andrew Evans, University College London

Road Pricing Policy Issues
Prof. Peter Jones, University of Westminster

Real Time Passenger Information Systems -
The LT Route 18 Experience
Stephen Balogh, London Transport

To be arranged.

London - A World City
Keith Gardner, London Planning Advisory
Committee

Motorway Widening Issues
Richard Cuthbert, W.S. Atkins
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CITIES ARE GOOD FOR US. Harley Sherlock. Paladin, 1991. 255
page paperback. £6.99.

Within Britain, examples tend to be drawn mainly from London and
the South East. Examples from elsewhere in Europe, especially in
street design and housing practice, are useful, but perhaps applied
rather uncritically at times.

REVIEWS

As the trend toward lower-density suburban living continues in
Britain and many other 'developed' countries, residents gain
additional gardens and living space, but at the expense of reduced
accessibility to facilities such as shops and schools within walking
distance. The viability of public transport services is adversely
affected, giving a further stimulus to car ownership and use. Out-of-
town shopping centres, while convenient to car-owing customers,
reinforce these trends.

The transport section could, in fact, benefit from the slightly more
quantified approach taken in the chapter on housing density.
Calculations could be produced to show the effect of differing
densities on the viability of various public transport modes, break-
even levels of service, etc.

This book argues the case for high-density urban living, which
enables a reduced dependence on the private car. Perhaps the
strongest section is that dealing with architectural matters, drawing
on the author's professional experience, which shows that relatively
high densities (not as high as those found in some old inner-city
areas, but significantly higher than those recommended in current
planning practice) can be attained with no more than three or four
floors, in which all or most residents may have access to their own
'front door' and some private open space. The understandable
reaction against high-rise flats of the 1960s has unfortunately
discouraged adoption of other high density designs. One notes,
incidentally, that the author omits another argument favouring this
case, namely the continued reduction in average household size in
Britain (already down to about 2.5), making the standard family
home less 'typical' than usually assumed.

In certain respects, this book could be seen as an attempt to simply
'turn back the clock'. Certainly, the levels of car ownership already
reached, and existing scale of out-of-town shopping centres would
suggest this. The role of crime levels (real or perceived) in
discouraging inner city living is also ignored. However, many other
policies now gaining increased attention are consistent with the main
thrust of the author's case - the need to curb global pollution, and
energy consumption, for example. It is also striking that the recent
study by Debenham Tewson Research on business parks (as quoted
in the Financial Times, 28 February 1992) suggests that their highly
car-oriented style leads to considerable problems due to their
isolation from local facilities such as shops, and lack of good public
transport access. Perhaps personal preferences, as well as wider
policy considerations, could favour a more 'urbanised' pattern of
housing and transport than is currently considered to be desired.

Reviewed by P.R. White, Polytechnic of Central London

The book as a whole starts by examining the growth and structure of
cities from earliest times (perhaps adopting a slightly romanticised
view of the pre-Industrial Revolution period), linked with
subsequent impact of transport technology (rail, but, car, etc.) as a
factor in encouraging dispersal. The case for improved public
transport is put forward, although not with an uncritical view of
large-scale subsidy to low fares.
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TRANSPORT POLICY IN THE 21ST CENTURY 1. Air Transport
Analysis complicated by technological change with problems
commonly being international. In deregulated markets the main
economic issues were fares variations, imperfect competition and
decline in services to small communities.

Precis, by the Editor, of a report written by Derek Palmer,
Technical Advisor, Institution of Highways & Transportation

In October 1991 a three day conference was held at Ditchley Park,
Oxfordshire. Leading people from academic institutions, transport
operators and trade unions, together with industrialists and
politicians were brought together to discuss future directions in
transport policy.

The major problems were limited air space and airport capacity
(including surface access). Capacity constraints caused poor service
and delays, limited competition and formed barriers to developing
international routes. Larger aircraft and air traffic control were
being developed in response.

THE KEY ISSUES
Investment solutions faced strong resistance from environmentalists.
High-speed rail provided a solution to alleviate congestion.

1. Given that major infrastructure takes a long time from
conception to use, transport policies for the next century need
to be planned now. The existing problems of congestion are
likely to worsen together with economic growth in Eastern
Europe and the Third World will lead to greater pressure on
the world's limited resources. The seemingly insatiable
demand for transport will bring environmental degradation
such as the impact of CO2 emissions upon global warming,
local problems of noise, air quality and visual intrusion.

The group felt airport privatisation was not the answer although the
"globalisation" of air transport would increase the pressure for
privatisation. Long-term government strategic planning would be
required to solve the problems of limited airport and airspace
capacity.

Air transport was not considered a major environmental problem
except for older aircraft.

2. The participants agreed that the main perpetrators of
environmental problems were private car use supplemented by
damage caused by older aircraft.

2. Road transport
The group considered matching demand and supply in the context
of traffic growth, environmental damage and worsening congestion.
There was general recognition that sufficient road space could not
be provided for all potential demand. Nevertheless, maintenance to
improve highway durability remained essential.

3. Congestion exacerbated by failure of the existing pricing
mechanism to reflect the true cost of transport - such as
environmental damage and delays to other users.

If demand continued to exceed supply then constraints would be
needed. Use of the price system was necessary: car parking charges,
withdrawal of company car benefits and road pricing were
considered. Since road taxes (in UK) are high, the new revenue
must not be seen as higher taxation. Use of increased charges for
improving transport infrastructure (public transport in urban areas)
was agreed and the need to subsidise public transport currently was
seen as possibly due to the under-pricing of private transport.

The lack of a common approach between different modes, especially
road and rail which may lead to inefficient resource allocation -
although this may not be achievable, the participants generally
believed this issue to be central to the debate. Three working
groups looked in greater detail at air, road, rail and water transport.
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Road transport was seen as a problem in many environmental
matters: poor air quality, CO2 emissions, destruction of countryside
and disturbing natural beauty.

Channel Tunnel operator had augmented property values by 15%.
The high costs of construction could deter investment and private
finance must be involved wherever possible.- private investors can be
deterred by the long-term nature of any returns.

New institutions, such as regional multi-mode transport authorities,
with powers of taxation might be needed to overcome these
problems.

3. Rail and water transport
Lack of investment has left an old network that is difficult and costly
to improve. Their importance has declined due to the convenience
of the car. However, with increasing attention to environmental
issues, a new opportunity exists for these modes.

Redirecting demand
Rather than attempt to meet demand, a transfer to other modes
might be encouraged. There was unanimous support for
improvements to public transport as an alternative to the car. This
could be achieved by, e.g., reallocation of road space, greater
integration of public transport with other modes.

Since railways were organised as national monopolies where
protectionism is rife, most cross boundary movements were by car.
Japanese privatisation of railways has led to increased
responsiveness to customer needs. More realistic pricing systems
would make decisions on modal choice more coherent.

Strengthen market signals
The need to revise pricing signals and thereby change behaviour
received a great deal of debate. By making the polluter pay for
damage to the environment would be one way with policies designed
to internalise the external costs of travel. While a more rational
pricing policy would allow greater choice, concern was expressed
over their possible effects such as: in the transitional period; would
there be sufficient impact; effects on inflation; can systems; on the
location of industry. Participants agreed this was the key issue that
must be addressed.

The Group's view was that the EC should sort out the differences in
funding infrastructure that created imbalances between modes if it
was to have an effective transport policy. EC policy must also
encourage the development of high-speed rail because of its
potential for economic growth and in reducing pollution.

Water (inland and sea) transport already accounted for one-third of
cross-border freight within the EC. Although of great importance in
Europe, current policies did not allow for the recovery of investment
costs from users.

Reviewing Government intervention
Governments must set objectives for transport policy. However, on
funding it was thought that an acceptable mix of public and private
had not been found yet. The role of the EC through the Common
Transport Policy is uncertain.

AN EMERGING CONSENSUS?

The technical fIx
Improved technology could overcome many problems but there still
remains the growth of car ownership both in the developed and
developing world.

Meeting the growth in demand
Increasing the supply was likely to be of limited acceptability. In
urban areas although some new construction might be possible it
would be impossible to meet all potential demand. Public
opposition is likely but market mechanisms could be adopted -
Governments could increase compensation. For example, the

Changing non-transport policies
Since transport is a derived demand, land use planning could be
designed to reduce the need for travel, especially by car. Although
densities in Europe and Japan enabled this, those in North America
were sparse, not allowing much success. Some changes to work
patterns, such as greater use of information technology, might
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reduce movement needs. But travel could be generated with more
highly specialised people and businesses.

The Department of Transport also published in 1991 its views on
investment appraisal in The Role of Investment Appraisal in Road
and Rail Transport. £2.75 from DTp.

THE CONTINUING QUEST

While the transport experts did not agree fully, a consensus seemed
to be emerging. Two issues remained unresolved:

1. The long-term strategy that is required was difficult to achieve
with governments' short time horizons, with politicians feeling
constrained by the electorate and its contradictions: the desire
for greater personal mobility and for an enhanced environment.

2. To make resource allocation more efficient and convince the
public of the changes in life-style that are required would not
be easy.

The full report is Transport Policy in the 21st Century: The Quest
for Co-ordinated Policies in the Light of Economic, Demographic
and Environmental Change. Ditchley Conference Report No.
D91/12. Enquiries should be addressed to the Editor of the
Ditchley Foundation, Ditchley Park, Enstone, Chipping Norton,
Oxfordshire OX7 4ER.

Postscript by the Editor, Transport Economist

Two documents have recently been published by HMSO which
relate to some of the themes discussed at the conference:

1. Assessing the Environmental Impact of Road Schemes. The
Standing Advisory Committee on Trunk Road Assessment,
March 1992. (ISBN 0-11-551103-2)£15.

2. Land Use Planning Policy and Climate Change by Susan Owens
and David Cope for the DoE Planning Research Programme,
AprilI992. (ISBN 0-11- 752587) £12.50. There is a specific
section on the interrelationship of transport, land use and
climate change.
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Selected articles describe recent research. Of greatest interest from
the economic viewpoint is an analysis of 'mag-lev' financial viability
by Hiroshi Keii. It is suggested that a 300 km/h cruising speed and
passenger flow of 100,000 to 150,000 passengers per day would
produce a financially-viable scheme, including all construction costs.
A pay-back period of 16 years after operation begins is estimated.
This, however, is a function not only of very high traffic densities,
but also a money rate of interest of 6% per annum (the scheme
being financed entirely by loan capital), and inflation rate of 1.5%
per annum, i.e. a real interest rate of about 4.5% per annum
compared with the 8% test rate applied in Britain. This may be
typical of Japanese investment as such, rather than specific to
transport alone, and highlights a fundamental difference in the real
rates of return expected, and hence the scope for justifying large
long-run investments.

ECONOMIST

MARCIAL ECHENIQUE & PARTNERS LTDLATEST JAPANESE RESEARCH RESULTS

The Annual publication of the Japan Transport Economics
Research Center, Tokyo, provides valuable data both on trends in
Japan, and summaries of recent research. The latest "JTERC
Reports '91" was received in May (copy held by the chairman).
Steady overall growth in transport demand, very closely correlated
with overall economic activity, continues, and the sheer scale of
transport output is very evident. With about twice the UK
population, bus manufacture totals about 40,000 units per year
(compared with about 4,000) and rail passenger trips per annum
about 21,000 million (compared with a total of under 2,000 million in
the UK).

ME&P is a specialist consultancy with international experience in land
use and transport planning and with particular expertise in the areas of
mathematical modelling and economic evaluation. The Company is
involved in a variety of work including urban and regional planning
studies, traffic and transport plans and a number of major new develop-
ment proposals in the UK and elsewhere in Europe.

We are looking for a well qualified and energetic young Economist to
join our Modelling Group. You should have a strong background in
micro-economics ideally accompanied by two to three years experience in
a transport or planning environment. Working within a multi-disciplinary
team you will provide the main economic input to our work and it is
important that you have the ability and confidence to take a leading role.

The post will be based in Cambridge but there will be opportunities for
overseas travel.

Please apply in WTiting enclosing a cv to:

ME&P Ltd
49-51 High Street
Trumpipgton
Cambridge
CB22HZ

Peter White, Polytechnic of Central London


